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I. Fill in the blanks. 

1. The_________________ is the Earth and the other planets revolving around the Sun. 

2. It takes Earth ______ days to complete a revolution. 

3. Earth is a ____________ 

4. We have ______ number of planets in the solar system. 

5. The spinning of the Earth gives us _______ and ________. 

 

II. Choose the correct answers. 

1. The sun, which is a ______ is the Earth’s source of heat and light. 

a. Asteroid       

b. Solar planet 

c. Star 

d. Planet 

 2. How long does it take Earth to rotate completely one time?  

a. 24 hours 

b. 12 hours 

c. 48 hours         

d.  72 hours 

3. What does the Earth’s rotation result in? 

a. Summer 

b. Day and night       

c. Winter 

d. Spring 



 4. A _____ is an imaginary line running through the centre of the Earth, from the North pole 

to the South Pole around which the Earth rotates. 

a. Crater 

b. Pole         

c. Orbit 

d. Axis 

  5. While the Earth ____________, half of the Earth is lit from the sun while the other half 

is in darkness.  

a. Jumps 

b. Rotates          

c. Stops 

d. Has an eclipse 

 6. The Earth rotates at the same speed everyday for each of the 24 hours it takes to rotate 

completely. 

a. True           

b. False.           

7. The Earth travels through space in a circular path around the sun. 

This is called a _____, and results in one earth year. 

a. Seasons 

b. Rotation          

c. Axis 

d. Revolution. 

8. The earth’s revolution has to do with its seasons. 

a. True          

b. False.          

9. As the earth rotates on its axis and circles the sun, the parts of the earth that _______ 

receives more heat and light. 

a. Becomes bigger 

b. Becomes smaller        

c. Tilts closer to the sun 



d. Tilts away from the sun. 

 

10. The seasons are determined by how the earth _______ on its axis and where it is during 

its revolution around the sun. 

a. Its tilted 

b. Speeds up         

c. Slows down         

d. It's dark. 

   

III. What can you see during the day? What can you see during the night? Write a short 

paragraph describing the difference. 


